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Update on Time Share RVing
by Jaimie Hall Bruzenak

How to have use of a luxury RV for part of
the year
If you'd like to use an upscale coach without the
big investment, a fractional ownership could
give you that option. Here's an update to my
first column on the topic.
Many people have contacted me over the past
two years about a column I originally wrote for
RoadTrip America called "Fractional Ownership: Time Share RVing." Most of them wanted
more information. When I was recently contacted by a company with a new approach, ShareACoach, I figured it was time for an update on
the subject.
An RV time share or fractional ownership can be
appealing for two reasons. First, you have the
use of an RV without the large capital outlay.
Second, you can get a larger, more upscale RV
than you can with a typical RV rental. If you
want to go RVing for only a few weeks of the
year, a fractional ownership or time share might
be the way to go.
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ShareACoach Country Coach unit
Fleetwood Discovery unit from CareFree
CoachShare Monoco Safarr-Simba
Interior of Monoco coach from ShareACoach
It's all yours! (from CoachShare)

Resources
ShareACoach (No longer has a working website)
CoachShare
Carefree RV? (Apparently merged or bought out by CoachShare)
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Miguel Edwards thinks so. Edwards is vice president of sales and marketing at ShareACoach
LLC, a Montana company that offers time shares
on Country Coach motor coaches. "Our studies
found that the average person buys an RV, uses
it for 21 weeks, then sells it," Edwards says,
pointing out that if you purchase a Country
Coach outright, your half-million dollar investment will take a big hit in depreciation when you
decide to sell. According to Bob Gummersall,
chief technical officer at RVers Online, as well as
other analysts, new RVs typically lose 20 percent
to 30 percent of their value the moment you
drive off the lot.
The typical RV fractional-ownership arrangement is set up as a limited liability company
(LLC), usually for a three- or five-year period.
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You purchase one or more shares in a particular coach and have the use of it for specified
weeks. At the end of the time period, the RV is sold and the proceeds are split among the
owners. The LLC is designed to limit personal liability, so you are protected in the event
that one of the other owners has an accident.

ShareACoach
ShareACoach works a little differently. Instead of selling fractional ownerships, it sells
10- and 21-week memberships, which Edwards describes as true time shares. Unlike
fractional ownership, you are not limited to a particular time period or to a single coach.
You can use your weeks all in one year or spread them out over several years. The company has six Country Coaches in its own fleet and has access to additional units, which
are similar, through another program.
ShareACoach promises that if you make your reservation for a coach 90 days in advance
of your road trip, you will have a coach -- guaranteed. Memberships are not cheap. The
10-week membership costs $45,000 and the 21-week membership costs $85,000.
According to Edwards, this is less than you would pay to rent a similar unit. Plus the
coach is delivered to wherever you would like to start your trip and is picked up wherever
you finish. Moreover, ShareACoach operates as an LLC, assuming most of the operating
liability unless you are grossly negligent or disregard prohibited uses. It's similar to a
rental car agency in that respect.

Current Fractional Ownership Companies
I located two other companies on the Web offering fractional ownerships at this time:
• Coach Share, one of the companies I mentioned two years ago, is still in operation. It
offers two models of Monaco coaches equipped with such amenities as satellite radio,
satellite TV, a home theater system with surround sound, fine dinnerware, glassware, cookware, a BBQ grill, outdoor furniture and more. You also get monogrammed sheets and towels set up in the coach before each trip and laundered for
you afterwards. Add-on services include stocking your refrigerator with your favorite
foods and beverages. Contact the company for pricing.
• Carefree RV offers Fleetwood Discovery 39L units in the Houston/Dallas area and
will deliver to locations in Texas, Louisiana and Oklahoma. Units come furnished
with linens, lawn chairs, silverware, a coffee maker, a charcoal grill, tow bar, full inmotion satellite TV and more. There are other coaches in the fleet if yours is not
available. Prices are listed on the website. (Apparently this company has merged
with or been bought out by Coach Share. Their website goes to Coach Share.)
• A third company on the Web, Share RV, has a website almost identical to Coach
Share, but there is no address or telephone number listed on the site and my e-mails
came back marked "undeliverable." The company is apparently not operating at this
time.
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Two of the three companies listed in my column two years ago no longer have active websites; presumably, they have gone out of business. The Orlando (Fla.) Sentinel reported
in January 2007 that another company, Universal Luxury Coaches LLC, which had also
offered fractional sales, had gone out of business and that 172 investors had lost money
in a scheme that left two executives in the company facing fraud and racketeering
charges.

Before you Participate
The checkered histories of some of these fractional-sale companies should serve as a
warning: Investigate any fractional-sale or time-share arrangement thoroughly, and have
a lawyer review the contract.

Ask a Lot of Questions
If the company went under before selling all the shares for your unit, what would happen
to your investment? This is important since the life of most of these companies appears
to be very short.
• Does the company have related businesses in the industry or a partnership with a
manufacturer?
• Are there any extra fees? (Most companies have some sort of maintenance fee in
addition to the cost of membership or the cost of your shares. ShareACoach waives
this fee if you pay the entire price of your membership upfront; otherwise, you must
pay a monthly maintenance fee until you use up your weeks.)
Time shares and fractional ownerships are excellent ideas that work well for houses,
boats and airplanes. With the right company, it could work for upscale RVs, too.
(Updated June 2013)
Note: I did come across a company that also rents luxury RVs that include a private
driver! You can also put your luxury RV in the rental pool to recoup some of the costs.
See Goss RV. I have not used this company nor do I know anyone who has. Do your due
diligence before renting.
August 2013.
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